
CORPORATE EVENT MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Services: Experience Mapping; Custom Lobby Environs; Speaker Presentation Templates; Site assets; Virtual Backgrounds

The CEMA Summit was entirely 
virtual for the first time in 2020. 

Originally intended to be held 
in Nashville at the JW Marriott 
hotel, the site design – like the 
experience design – celebrated 
those venues, with a tagline of 
‘Bringing Nashville To You!’

Storycraft LAB helped to extend 
the branding and messaging 
into the Hubb platform’s site 
design and built a journey map 
that the planning team could 
use to understand the attendee 
experience. 



CEMA SUMMIT
Experience Mapping
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Storycraft LAB built a journey map that the planning team could use to 
understand the attendee experience. 

This helped the client and committee of partners visualize the experience flow, 
making informed choices about sequencing and adjacencies of touchpoints.

It also helped to capture the decisions made in group discussions and 
communicate these effectively to the dev team for implementation. 



Storycraft LAB helped to extend the branding and 
messaging into the Hubb platform’s site design, creating 
the visual assets needed to build out the platform 
design. 

This included a series of virtual background, 
presentation templates, lower thirds and motion 
bumpers necessary to pull the look and feel through the 
visual elements of the experience, beyond the platform. 

CEMA SUMMIT
Visual Assets: Speaker Presentation Templates; Site assets; Virtual Backgrounds



Originally intended to be held in 
Nashville at the JW Marriott hotel, the 
site design – like the experience 
design – celebrated those venues, 
with a tagline of ‘Bringing Nashville To 
You!’

Storycraft LAB utilized imagery from 
the venue as backdrops for the 
platform interface. There was just one 
custom 3D designed page: The 
Playground, where sponsored 
interactive sessions were given fun 
neon icons and picture frames. 

CEMA SUMMIT
Custom Lobby Environs



Storycraft LAB delivered 
two sessions at the CEMA 
Summit: One was an 
overview of Empathy 
Profiles for audiences and 
another was a Journey 
Mapping workshop using 
the MURAL tool, where 
attendees could map the 
experience of a variety of 
Hybrid Journeys. 

CEMA SUMMIT
Session Delivery


